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Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory Technical Reports
● IR as a repository for grey literature and Columbia University series
● 298 technical papers dating from 1949 to 2003
○ A unique collection of materials, and digitization fell outside of routine digitization
○ LDEO is an active Libraries user and partner
● Ability to reuse existing metadata in various systems
○ WorldCat, HathiTrust, CLIO (Columbia ILS), Internet Archive, Academic Commons (Columbia 
IR)
● 21 project team members
● Started July 2019 and completed September 2020
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Selection of Material - Why these Technical Reports?
Project Aims and Goals:
● Unhide/make items discoverable in CLIO and WorldCat
● Long term preservation of copies of the documents
● Determine where/how to host items (Academic Commons, IA, Hathi)
● Clarify duplication policy (if items are hosted in multiple locations)
● Collaborate with the University on the Year of Water (2020)
● Create a special online “exhibition” of some type
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Cataloging the Original Reports
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● Project process has been used successfully on other projects; well-suited for 
collections of pamphlet-like materials that already have been cataloged in 
CLIO (ILS)
● Collection as model for addition of similar materials to Academic Commons 
(IR)
● Addition of “related items” metadata to Academic Commons (IR) records in 
order to point users to IA records and/or CLIO records
● Use of HySync to connect Dryad Data to Academic Commons (IR)
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